Since 1986

VACUUM

Discover the advantages of trusting
in the world leader in technology for
vacuum equipment

TVE-ESCALE engineering

TRADITION

COMMITTED TO THE ENVIRONMENT

TVE-ESCALE is the result of the merger
between TEXTILE VACUUM EXTRACTOR CO.
(USA) and SISTEMES INDUSTRIALS ESCALE,
S.A. (SPAIN), two leading companies that
combined synergies with the aim of developing
a new generation of machinery.

TVE-ESCALE manufactures machinery for
the textile finishing industry with an emphasis
on quality, in particular washing, bleaching
and dyeing, and developing our own bespoke
systems to optimise processes.

With over 30 years’ experience, continued
improvement of its products and a history of
outstanding customer service and reliability,
TVE-ESCALE is now present in 5 continents.

Since its incorporation, TVE-ESCALE has
been committed to monitoring and mitigating
its’ environmental impact and with our close
cooperation with universities and chemical
companies we strive to find ways to further
reduce our water consumption, chemical and
energy usage.

GIVING SOLUTIONS
TVE-ESCALE is committed to its customers. As
a result we always offer the best solution for our
clients.
TVE-ESCALE machinery is recognised for
its quality, reliability, robustness and low
maintenance costs.
TVE-ESCALE engineering, a subsidiary of TVEESCALE, responds to unique problems and
offers a variety of bespoke solutions in areas
such as production processes or quality.
With TVE-ESCALE, you have a reliable,
professional and experienced partner not only
for the present needs of your business but one
that will help you grow in the future.

Our goal is to contribute to a more sustainable
world in collaboration with our customers,
employees and society as a whole.

LEADER
TVE-ESCALE has positioned itself as a world
leader in vacuum technology and submerged
suction.
We have achieved this through our advanced
technologies and innovative thinking with
respect to the processes of washing, bleaching
and dyeing. As a result we have become a
benchmark in the global textile industry.

Technical concepts

The vacuum technology fulfils the function of
extracting the moisture from the fabric.
There are two types of humidity in the fabric,
bound and unbound moisture. (See illustration 1).

Contrary to squeeze roller systems, vacuum
systems use a determined air speed at a
vacuum level to remove humidity which does
not cling to the fibres.

Bound moisture:
• Is absorbed into the fibre interior.
• Cannot be eliminated by a mechanical
system.
• Can only be reduced by thermal drying over
a prescribed period of time.

The advantages vacuum systems have over
squeeze roller systems are:

Unbound moisture:
• Is captured within the fabric interstices.
• Can be eliminated by mechanical systems.

The level of the vacuum used varies according
to the specified characteristics of every
fibre. For example, hydrophilic fibres need a
higher vacuum level than synthetic ones. (see
illustration 3).

In the textile industry, the standard way to
eliminate unbound moisture in a wide roll of
fabric has traditionally been by using squeeze
rollers, also known as foulard or padders.

• More humidity is eliminated from the fabric.
(see illustration 2).
• he process is much gentler on the fabric.

The squeeze roller system has the following
issues:
• A high percentage of humidity cannot be
eliminated.
• There is a risk of damaging the fabric due to
the pressure of the squeeze rollers.

Illustration 2

Illustration 1

Illustration 3

Vacuum system TVE-ESCALE

TVE-ESCALE Technology
As world leaders and experts in vacuum technology,
TVE-ESCALE develops their own equipment and
technology.
The factors which distinguish vacuum equipment by
TVE-ESCALE from other systems are:

Special slot for knits and delicate woven fabrics

Straigh slot for woven fabrics

Illustration 4

• The type of vacuum slot; TVE-ESCALE has a large
variety of models which allow us to meet the specific
needs of each customer. (see illustration 4).
• The profile of the vacuum slot; our systems are
designed to obtain a correct Venturi effect in order
to extract the maximum level of humidity from the
fabric. (see illustration 5).
• The vacuum slot composition; the vacuum slot is
made with a unique high density polymer and is selflubricated to ensure maximum humidity extraction
without causing damage to the fabric structure.

Illustration 5

• The Air/liquid separator; our air/liquid separator is
specially designed to provide a maximum efficiency
of 99%. (see illustration 6).
• The vacuum pump: We use a NASH Pump because
of its durability, high performance, low energy
consumption and low maintenance.
• The noise level of the equipment: It runs at less
than 80 dB, so it is not required to be isolated in a
soundproof area.
• The automatic seal of the slot in areas where the
fabric doesn’t pass.

Illustration 6

Moisture Removal System

MRS model

This is our most popular model and can be
used in all processes where the elimination
of water is necessary

Between wash boxes
Main benefits:

• More efficient separation of baths,

avoiding the transportation of
contaminants from the preceding washing
box.

• Overall improvement of the wash.
• Reduction in water consumption.
• Increased productivity.
• Lint removal.

Before drying

Main benefits:

• Energy savings in the drying
process

• Increased drying speed
• Increased productivity
• Lint removal

Model CRS Chemical Recovery System CRS Model
The CRS is an evolution of the MRS
model, adapting it to the application and
recovery of chemical products

Bath recovery system

Main benefits:

• All the benefits of the MRS.
• A saving on chemical products.
• Reduction of migration and
shading problems.

• Removes lint and reduces
stenter clean-up.

• Side to side consistency and
repeatability.

Vacuum savings
Example 1

Example 2

WET-ON-WET Model
Combination of one MRS at the entry of
the foulard and one CRS at the exit.

WET-ON-WET application
Main benefits:

• All the benefits of CRS.
• Homogenous moisture profile
over the width of the fabric.

• Better impregnation.
• Extra wash.

Dry Lint Removal

DLR Model

System for the elimination of lint and flock in dry fabric

Main benefits:

• Reduction of blockage in
cylinders.

• Reduction of lint on passage
cylinders and foulards.

• Elimination of lint and dust
generated in the grinding
process.

• Elimination of the residues from
flocking.
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